CSE 131 Intro to Computer Science
Lab Extension / Rewrite Demo Sheet

To be filled in by student (if in a group, fill out one per student):

Student (print clearly) ________________________________

If you worked in a team, list the other team members:

Work turned in is for Lab _______ (← write exactly one number here)

Rewrite of basic lab material? (circle one) YES NO

If “YES”, what did you fix? __________________________________________

Submitting extensions? (circle one) YES NO

Demo shown to (TA initials) ________________

Primary lab material demo'ed and OK? ______ Extensions OK?_____

Full names of the extensions for which credit should be issued:
(LineTool, Flower/Persian, etc.):

_________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________

Code inspected (incl Javadoc) and looks OK? ________________

Grade received for this rewrite: ________________

Extensions credit? ______ (0, 1, or 2)